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You will find three abstract spheres, a 3D 
rendering of mountain and a rose pencil 
sketch. You need to download two texture 
files: RockRough and SoilRough from 
www.cgtextures.com. 

Source fileS

DESIGN MONO 
ARTWORK

LEARN hOW TO cOMbINE DIffERENT 
METhODS TO cREATE A uNIquE pORTRAIT

PhotomaniPulation

Based in Philadelphia, self-taught digital 
artist Rob Shields explores a wide variety of 
commercial and self-initiated projects. Visit 
his portfolio to see his latest selected 
works and find out where his images are 
currently on display.

Rob ShieldS
www.robshields.net

our expert

In this tutorial we will explain how to use a variety of different techniques to achieve a more natural form of 
digital portraiture. You will need a graphics tablet as well as a pencil and paper to complete this tutorial. A 
scanner and/or digital camera (or if you happen to have an Inkling) will also be needed to transfer your 
sketches into digital form. If you do not have a digital camera or scanner, a graphics tablet can be used to 

sketch directly into Photoshop, however it is recommended that you use physical media for the best results. 
Throughout the tutorial we will discuss a number of different techniques, advice on monochrome colour 

use and composition as well as different treatment effects that will help you to integrate your physical work 
into the digital realm. If you do not consider drawing to be one of your stronger skills, don’t worry. The 
drawing involved in this tutorial is at a beginner’s level and you will not be required to achieve realism.

Please keep in mind that this tutorial is set up so that you will have many of the exact elements used in 
the final image but not all of them. Though not necessary to follow the tutorial, if you would like to use the 
same model as us, download image number 25215037 from www.dreamstime.com.

From stock to FInal 
stylIsed shot

Step 13: Bring colour and depth

Step 3: the basic layout

Step 8: add in texture

01 black and White
To begin we will transfer our colour 

image to black and white using Layer>New 
Adjustment Layer>Black and White. There is no set 
method here, just spend some time playing around 
with all the colour bars. Next add a Levels layer 
(Layer>New Adjustment Layer>Black and White) 
and punch up the contrast a bit.

02 inSeRt textuRe
Before adding texture we must extract 

the girl from the background. This can be done 
easily using the free form Lasso tool (L) and simply 
copying her body to a new layer. Once this is done, 
download a RockRough texture from www.
cgtextures.com and place it behind her with the 
blending mode set to Luminosity at about 5%.

Start working on the baSicS
add your layout and textures

work in 
progreSS

03 lay the foundation
Creating a basic layout may seem simple, 

but it has a lasting effect on your image so be sure 
to experiment as much as possible in this early 
stage. Using a circle to frame a face is a very classic 
approach that calls attention to the subject’s 
features. We need to supplement this with three 
circles of various sizes, which form a pleasing 
triangular shape.
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09 build fuRtheR layeRS
Again, using the texture shape from Step 4, cut three or four new pieces and lighten the colour by 

going into Blending Modes and adding a pink-to-white Gradient Overlay set to Screen with an Opacity of 
about 75%. These will be placed both behind and in front of the girl to add depth. In addition to this, invert 
some copies of your pencil sketches by setting the blending mode to Divide (CS5 or later) and place these 
shapes behind the circle. Finally open the ‘Rose.psd’ file supplied and place a few copies within the circle.

10 bRing in colouR
We will be including a subtle bit of colour 

to the illustration through two different layers. The 
first layer will be a gradient map placed on top of 
all other layers (Layer>New Adjustment 
Layer>Gradient Map). This gradient map will be 
going from Purple to Magenta, set to Soft Light 
and will have an Opacity of no more than 5%. The 
second gradient map will go over the subject, and 
will range from light pink to clear. Make a Color 
Burn blending mode with an Opacity of 55%.

11 include highlightS
To add more interest to the image we will 

now add a pink light source to the right of the 
subject. We do this by highlighting the prominent 
features of the subject’s face such as the bridge of 
the nose and profile line of the face. In addition to 
this we add highlights to the eyes, lips and hair. 
Next, using the Shape tool (U), we create a series 
of parallel lines. To finish we add a pink outer glow 
to these lines set to Screen with an Opacity of 75%.

12 Make RealiStic haiR
A common issue with hair is that the 

extraction lines are so sharp that they make the 
shape look stiff and helmet-like. In order to avoid 
this look we will pay special attention to the entire 
silhouette of the hair. Using the Blur tool at about 
50% Strength, go over the entire outline of the hair, 
blurring all the edges. Next, using a small round 
brush, sample colours from within the hair and 
add a few fly away pieces for more realism.

13 uSe cuRveS adjuStMent
On top of all the existing layers, create a 

Curves layer. Adjust this in a similar way to what 
you see here, darkening the entire image. Using 
the Paint Bucket (G), fill the Curves mask with 
black, hiding its effects. Take a small soft round 
brush and paint back in the darker areas. Try to 
emphasise the naturally existing shadows in the 
subject’s body, the 3D armour and especially within 
the textures on her shoulder.
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When it comes to placing the shapes inside the circle, there 
are no real rules. Experiment with different placements until 

you have a cohesive whole. To add further interest to 
the circle we also take our abstract texture from Step 4

add colour and highlightS
use a mIx oF technIques to achIeve the FInal eFFects04 cReate abStRact textuReS

As you can see, we begin with a very rough pencil sketch. It is important to start this way because 
although the sketch is really nothing more than a doodle, it has a certain spontaneous energy to it. When 
re-creating the shape in Photoshop (middle window) we try to capture some of that original sketch’s energy 
while at the same time refining and expanding it. Finally we add a desaturated texture (download a 
SoilRough texture from www.cgtextures.com) and add it to the image to give it an even more natural look.

05 Manipulate textuReS
When applying texture to any object, 

make sure that it conforms to the shadows and 
highlights of the underlying form. In other words if 
a certain body part is casting a shadow or picking 
up a highlight, the texture should behave in the 
same way. This gives the illusion that the texture is 
wrapping around the body rather than just lying on 
top of it. Using an Overlay blending mode is a 
shortcut we use here, however it significantly 
reduces the contrast, causing us to revisit the 
texture at a later stage.

06 inSeRt 3d eleMentS
Open the ‘mountains.psd’ file supplied, hit 

Cmd/Ctrl+T then Ctrl/right-click the image and 
select Warp. Our goal here is to stretch the 3D 
rendered mountains upward to look like futuristic 
plated armour. Once you are happy with the texture, 
place it onto the subject’s back using a clipping 
mask. Notice how the lines in the armour follow the 
same general direction as the subject’s spine. In our 
version of the image we used two different layers to 
fully cover her back. Once the desired area is 
covered, change the blending mode to Vivid Light.

07 pencil SketcheS
Here we see one of the many pencil 

sketches used to fill the circle framing the subject’s 
face. Inspiration for these types of shapes can be 
found everywhere. You can also just have fun 
sketching random shapes and experimenting. We 
start by photographing or scanning our sketch (1). 
Next extract it from the rest of the paper and using 
levels up the contrast (2). Now invert the image 
using Cmd/Ctrl+I (3) and hit it with Levels again 
until it reaches the desired level of contrast (4).

08 fill in the 
ciRcle ShapeS

Using the process explained 
in Step 7 we create one more 
hair-like sketch and then a 
third sketch loosely inspired 
by long spaghetti shapes. 
When it comes to placing the 
shapes inside the circle there 
are no real rules. Experiment 
with different placements 
until you have a cohesive 
whole. To add further 
interest to the circle we also 
take our abstract texture 
from Step 4, darken it using 
Curves adjustments (Cmd/
Ctrl+ M) and then cut it into 
several sections, placing 
each on the edge of the circle 
to break the overall shape.

Quick tip
When adding texture to your abstract 
shapes try to emphasise the 
naturally occurring patterns that exist 
within the texture itself. Do this by 
paying close attention to where the 
shadows and highlights exist. Making 
the underlying shapes secondary to 
the textural shapes breathes more 
life into the final result.
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final detailS
When adding the final 
highlights in Step 
11, try out different 
blending modes for 
interesting effects. 
In the eyes we use 
a Color Dodge 
blending mode and 
try duplicating the 
layers for added 
intensity. We also add 
a soft pink glow to the 

side of the subject’s face using a soft round brush with 
low opacity and a clipping mask. When completing the 
Curves adjustment process in Step 13, remember that 
it is possible to create entirely new forms using only 
shadow and highlight. For example, the water drops on 
the subject’s shoulder are entirely created in this way.
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